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Ecological stoichiometry (ES) uses organism-specific elemental content to explain
differences in species life histories, species interactions, community organization,
environmental constraints and even ecosystem function. Although ES has been
successfully applied to a range of different organisms, most emphasis on microbial
ecological stoichiometry focuses on lake, ocean, and soil communities. With the recent
advances in human microbiome research, however, large amounts of data are being
generated that describe differences in community composition across body sites and
individuals. We suggest that ES may provide a framework for beginning to understand
the structure, organization, and function of human microbial communities, including
why certain organisms exist at certain locations, and how they interact with both
the other microbes in their environment and their human host. As a first step, we
undertake a stoichioproteomic analysis of microbial communities from different body
sites. Specifically, we compare and contrast the elemental composition of microbial
protein samples using annotated sequencing data from 690 gut, vaginal, oral, nares,
and skin samples currently available through the Human Microbiome Project. Our results
suggest significant differences in both the median and variance of the carbon, oxygen,
nitrogen, and sulfur contents of microbial protein samples from different locations. For
example, whereas proteins from vaginal sites are high in carbon, proteins from skin and
nasal sites are high in nitrogen and oxygen. Meanwhile, proteins from stool (the gut) are
particularly high in sulfur content. We interpret these differences in terms of the local
environments at different human body sites, including atmospheric exposure and food
intake rates.

Keywords: human microbiome project (HMP), stoichioproteomics, gut, oral, skin, vaginal, nasal, C:N ratio

INTRODUCTION

The study of ecological stoichiometry (Sterner and Elser, 2002) derives from observed
commonalities and differences in the elemental compositions of organisms (Elser et al., 1996),
populations and communities (Moe et al., 2005). That is, whereas all life is primarily composed
of carbon (C), hydrogen (H), oxygen (O), nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), and sulfur (S),
there is nonetheless large variation in the ratios of these elements across different species
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(Andersen and Hessen, 1991; Hessen and Lyche, 1991; Elser et al.,
1996) and systems (Cebrian and Kingsolver, 1999; Elser et al.,
2000a). Such variation is important because it provides valuable
biological understanding into both the nature of the organisms
in a particular ecosystem (Elser et al., 2000a,c; Fagan et al., 2002;
Denno and Fagan, 2003), and the environmental conditions that
these organisms face (Cebrian and Kingsolver, 1999; Elser et al.,
2000a). Of particular note, because all organisms require C, H, O,
N, P, and S, biomass ratios of these elements can provide insight
into which are limiting (i.e., prevent further growth) for specific
types of taxa or for taxa from specific regions.

Much of the work in the field of ecological stoichiometry
has focused on C:N:P ratios (Elser et al., 2000b,c, 2003).
Species growth rate, for example, has been associated with
an organism’s absolute C:N ratio, while C:N ratio variances
have been linked to both growth rate and trophic guild
(Rhee, 1978; Urabe, 1993; DeMott et al., 1998; Elser et al.,
2000a,c; Denno and Fagan, 2003; Lemoine et al., 2014). Broad
trends in organismal elemental composition have also been
documented as a function of ecosystem type. Marine autotrophs,
for instance, are more nutrient rich (lower C:P and C:N ratios)
than freshwater autotrophs, which are more nutrient rich than
terrestrial autotrophs (Elser and Hassett, 1994; Elser et al., 2000a;
Sterner and Elser, 2002), while marine autotrophs exhibit smaller
ranges in elemental ratios as compared to autotrophs from
terrestrial systems (Elser et al., 2000a, 2006).

As primary nutrient remineralizers (Barsdate et al., 1974;
Goldman et al., 1987; Chrzanowski and Kyle, 1996), and some
of the most N- and P-rich of all living things (Sterner and Elser,
2002), the ecological stoichiometry of bacteria is particularly
interesting. Some of the first studies of bacterial stoichiometry
focused on the elemental composition of the bacterial cell
(Herbert, 1961, 1976; Herbert et al., 1971). More recently,
however, the emphasis has shifted to environment driven
differences. Tezuka (1990), for example, studied the relationship
between C:N ratios in culture medium and in bacterial biomass
for an assemblage of lake bacteria. His study, and others (Nakano,
1994; Chrzanowski and Kyle, 1996) showed that there is a
positive correlation between nutrient supply rates and bacterial
biomass in microbial communities, and that this relationship is
largely driven by shifts in the relative ratios of different bacterial
populations (Makino et al., 2003).

Although understudied relative to classic ecology systems
(e.g., oceans, lakes, and soils), it is reasonable to hypothesize
that the relative abundances of bacteria across different human
microbiomes (Turnbaugh et al., 2007; Peterson et al., 2009;
Proctor, 2011; Gevers et al., 2012; Human Microbiome Project
Consortium, 2012a) might be similarly governed by nutrient
supply rates. Naively, one might expect that all human
microbiomes should be relatively nutrient rich. This is because
the human tissues and byproducts that provide the substrates for
these microbes should be nutrient rich by virtue of the human
lifestyle and trophic guild (Fagan et al., 2002). However, while
human microbiomes may be overall more nutrient rich than
those from plants or lakes or other nutrient-poor environments,
differing nutrient supply ratios across body sites could still lead
to different nutrients being limiting in one region relative to

another. Nutrient availability in the gut, for instance, is at least
partially a function of food intake, whereas nutrient availability
on the skin depends primarily on host tissue and host produced
compounds (Belkaid and Segre, 2014). Indeed, some body sites
are typically thought of as providing more or less nutrients,
with the gut being traditionally considered a nutrient-rich site,
and the skin being considered a nutrient-poor site (Belkaid and
Segre, 2014; Belkaid and Tamoutounour, 2016). It is already
well known that bacterial abundances vary strongly among body
sites (Human Microbiome Project Consortium, 2012a). If this
is at least partially a result of differing nutrient limitations,
then the elemental compositions of microbial populations should
vary from one body site to the next. As an example, body
sites with large aerobic niches (e.g., skin and nares) might be
expected to contain microbial biomass with a higher oxygen
content (Acquisti et al., 2007). By contrast, the anaerobic vagina
contains nitrogen-rich urea and protein secretions (Geshnizgani
and Onderdonk, 1992), and thus might be expected to exhibit
microbial biomass with high nitrogen ratios.

As a first step toward testing the hypothesis that variation
in human microbiomes reflects underlying differences in
nutrient availability, we consider the elemental compositions of
microbial proteins from different body sites. That is, we take a
stoichioproteomic approach (Baudouin-Cornu et al., 2001; Elser
et al., 2006, 2011) wherein we analyze the C, N, O, and S content
of microbial proteins among gut, oral, nasal, vaginal and skin
microbiome samples. Previous work has shown that even single
atom changes in the amino acid (AA) composition of microbial
proteins can have large fitness consequences under nutrient-
limiting conditions (Bragg and Wagner, 2009), suggesting that
variation in microbial protein composition across body sites
could reflect differing selective forces resulting from varying
nutrient supplies. Further supporting this claim, organisms
suffering chronic deficiency in certain nutrients (e.g., C, N or S)
are known to preferentially substitute AAs that are low in the
limiting nutrients. For example, S and C assimilatory pathways in
both Escherichia coli and Saccharomyces cerevisiae show evidence
for depletion of S and C, respectively (Baudouin-Cornu et al.,
2001). Likewise, under conditions of sulfur limitation, certain
cyanobacteria express sulfur-depleted versions of abundant
proteins (Mazel and Marliére, 1989). Thus, our expectation is that
if there are differences in C, N, S or O limitation across different
human body sites, then we should see body site differences in the
content of microbial proteins as well.

Unfortunately, whereas a lack of body site variation in
protein elemental composition would provide strong evidence
that nutrient limitation does not differ across body sites, the
inverse is not necessarily true – i.e., differences in protein
composition do not necessarily imply differences in nutrient
supply. One reason for this is that protein elemental composition
is known to depend on the GC content of the underlying coding
sequences (CDSs). The GC content of CDSs, however, is under
different selective forces (Rocha and Danchin, 2002; Musto et al.,
2006) that are completely distinct from protein composition and,
by extension, nutrient limitation. Thus, body site differences
in protein composition could indicate differing selective forces
on GC content, rather than protein composition per se. For
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similar reasons, chemical and/or structural constraints on protein
shape and function might also select for body site differences
in elemental composition. Acidic sequences, for instance, are
higher in oxygen content, while basic AAs are higher in nitrogen
content. Requirements for these functional groups and others at
certain body sites may thus bias element usage, independent of
nutrient supply.

Interestingly, we do find significant body site differences in
the C, N, S, and O content of microbial proteins. Supporting
the hypothesis that this is a result of selection acting at the
level of proteins, rather than GC content, we find that body
site differences in protein composition remain significant, even
after accounting for the dependencies of protein composition
on GC content. Further supporting our hypothesis that body
site differences are a result of nutrient limitation, we find that
AAs with similar functional groups are often used differentially
at different body sites based on specific AA element ratios.
Although it is impossible to rule out other forces of selection that
might indirectly select for differences in element composition
across body sites (e.g., thermal stability requirements of proteins),
our results provide strong preliminary evidence that nutrient
limitation may vary across the human body and that this,
in turn, may impact the associated structure of the human
microbiome.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Input Data
The Human Microbiome Project’s (HMP) gene indices dataset
was downloaded from their ftp server on 07/10/20161. At the
time of download, 690 samples representing 15 body sites
were available. In this dataset, person identity is masked.
However, based on sample counts, samples were collected
from a minimum of 139 people. The HMP dataset description
suggests that samples came from a much larger group (Human
Microbiome Project Consortium, 2012a). That said, at least some
of the samples in our dataset are likely from different body
sites on the same individual. Although we cannot statistically
account for this form of non-independence because of the
masking of identities, we do not expect it to significantly
impact our predictions, because taxonomic body site differences
are known to be large relative to interpersonal variation at
a single body site (Human Microbiome Project Consortium,
2012b).

Samples were sequenced at four different institutions,
specifically Baylor College of Medicine, the Broad Institute,
the J. Craig Venter Institute and the Washington University
Genome Sequencing Center. Since HMP sample collection and
processing followed a standard protocol at all institutions, we
did not account for potential institution differences. Supporting
this decision, analysis of a reduced sample set considering only
those samples processed at Washington University Genome
Sequencing Center gave similar results to our full analysis (see
Appendix I, Figure A.1.1). More information on the methods

1ftp://public-ftp.ihmpdcc.org/HMGI/

TABLE 1 | Body sites used in study; two-letter codes for minor body sites are
shown in brackets.

Major body site Samples Minor body site Samples

Skin 26 Left retroauricular crease (Lr) 9

Right retroauricular crease (Rr) 17

Stool/Gut 139 Stool (St) 139

Nasal 87 Anterior nares (Na) 87

Vagina 56 Vaginal Introitus (Vi) 3

Mid-vaginal (Mv) 2

Posterior fornix (Pf) 51

Oral 382 Saliva (Sa) 3

Throat (Th) 7

Buccal mucosa (Bm) 107

Palatine tonsils (To) 6

Tongue dorsum (Td) 128

Subgingival plaque (Sb) 7

Supragingival plaque (Sp) 118

Attached keratinized gingiva (Ak) 6

used for sample collection, and specific details about sample
characteristics are available from the HMP website2.

The HMP gene indices dataset was previously processed using
HMP’s Metagenomics Prokaryotic Annotation Pipeline3. This
yielded putative protein sequences for each of the 690 shotgun
sequencing samples. These putative protein sequences were
downloaded both in nucleotide and AA multi-FASTA formats.

Table 1 shows the breakdown in sample numbers by body
sites.

Protein Elemental Content
Our baseline goal was to determine differences in protein
elemental composition across body sites. To this end, we used the
AA sequences available for all identified CDSs in the HMP gene
indices dataset. AA sequences for the CDSs in any given sample
were used to infer the average protein elemental composition
(C, O, N, and S) of that sample based on the known elemental
compositions of each AA. Specifically:

X =
1
N

∑N

i=1

∑20
j=1 xjni,j∑20
j=1 Tjni,j

where X is the average fraction of the focal element in proteins
from the sample, N is the total number of CDSs in the sample,
ni,j is the number of AAs of type j in CDS i, xj is the number of
atoms of the focal element in an AA of type j and Tj is the total
number of atoms in an AA of type j. For the analysis presented in
the main text, we use xj and Tj reflective of full AAs, i.e., including
both the side chain and the backbone (but see Appendix I, Figures
A.1.2–A.1.6 for analysis with just the side chains).

Protein Amino Acid Content
To further explore underlying chemical constraints that might
govern body site differences in protein composition, we examined

2http://hmpdacc.org/HMGI/
3https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21304707
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AA use, focusing on AAs with N, O, and S, because these elements
are present in the side-chains of less than half of common AAs.
From the AA sequences provided, we determined the average AA
content of a sample as follows:

Zj =
1
N

N∑
i=1

ni,j

Ai

where Zj is the fraction of AAs of type j, ni,j is the number of AAs
of type j in CDS i, Ai is the total number of AAs in CDS i, and N
is the total number of CDSs in the sample.

Coding Sequence GC Content
Because protein elemental composition is known to vary with GC
content of the corresponding CDSs, we also examined CDS GC
content. Using nucleotide sequences provided in the HMP gene
indices dataset, we inferred the average GC content of a sample
as follows:

Y =
100
N

∑N

i=1

∑Bi
j=1 1GC(yi,j)

Bi

where Y is the average GC content of the CDSs in the sample, N is

the total number of CDSs in the sample, 1GC(y) =
{

1 y = G, C
0 y = A, T

is an indicator function, yi,j is the jth nucleotide in the ith
CDS, and Bi is the length of the ith CDS (i.e., total number of
nucleotides).

Body Site Comparison
To determine whether protein elemental fractions or AA
composition differed from one body site to another, we compared
elemental ratios across the 15 specific body sites in Table 1.
We also grouped these body sites into five broader categories,
also shown in Table 1. Differences in median elemental/AA
fractions among body sites were determined based on Dunn’s
test, which is a pairwise multiple comparisons procedure based
on rank sums. False Discovery Rate (FDR) was controlled using
the Benjamini-Hochberg adjustment. Differences in elemental
fraction variances among body sites were also determined.
This was done using Levene’s test (only for the five major

body sites). Again, FDR was controlled using the Benjamini-
Hochberg adjustment. In the main text, we use boxplots to
display differences in protein elemental/AA composition among
body sites. Following standard convention, the center line of
the boxplot is the median elemental/AA fraction (or ratio), the
box defines the lower and upper quartiles of observed elemental
fractions, and the ‘whiskers’ define the minimum and maximum
elemental fractions, excluding outliers. Outliers are taken as any
points greater (less) than 1.5× the upper (lower) quartile.

Element versus GC Analysis
To determine whether body site differences in protein elemental
composition were significant, even after accounting for body
site variation in GC content, we used analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA) models. Type I sums of squares was used to calculate
an F-value and to determine the significance of GC content and
major body site on each elemental fraction and the C:N ratio.

All code from our work is available at: http://www.clfs.umd.
edu/biology/faganlab/ecological-stoichiometry.html.

RESULTS

Carbon Content
Figure 1 shows boxplots of the average carbon fraction (see
“Materials and Methods”) of microbial proteins across the 5
major (Figure 1A) and 15 minor (Figure 1B) body sites in
our study. Interestingly, all major body sites differed in carbon
content except for those from nasal and skin regions and those
from vaginal sites and stool (see Appendix II, Table A.2.1).
Carbon content was lowest at nasal and skin sites, higher at
oral sites, and reached a maximum at vaginal sites and in stool
(Cstool ∼ Cvaginal > Coral > Cskin ∼ Cnasal). Similar trends held
for minor body sites (see Appendix II, Table A.2.2). For example,
the nares (nasal) had lower carbon content than any minor
body site except for the left and right retroauricular creases
(skin). Nevertheless, analysis of minor body sites did uncover
the existence of additional, fine-scale variation that was not
obvious from the five major body sites. Most notably, in the
oral microbiome, there were significant differences in the carbon
content of proteins from the buccal mucosa as compared to

FIGURE 1 | Boxplots showing the average carbon content of microbial proteins as a function of human body site for (A) the 5 major sites and (B) the 15 minor sites
in our study. The number of samples from each site is indicated in square brackets on axis labels. Faded boxes are used for sites with fewer than 10 samples.
Differences in carbon content were tested with Dunn’s test. Statistics are summarized in Appendix II, Tables A.2.1, A.2.2; (C) Scatterplot of carbon content versus
GC content with associated regression lines from our ANCOVA analysis for major body sites: nasal (blue), oral (green), skin (yellow), stool (brown), and vaginal (red).
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those from both supragingival plaque and the tongue. Likewise,
proteins from supragingival plaque were significantly different
from proteins on the tongue. It is worth noting that the buccal
mucosa, supragingival plaque and the tongue are the three oral
sites with the largest numbers of samples (see Table 1 and
Figure 1B), suggesting that more intense sampling of some of the
other minor sites may uncover fine-scale differences in carbon
content as well. For analysis of minor body sites in the remainder
of the paper, we restrict our discussion to the three oral sites with
sufficient sampling to obtain statistical significance, noting that
further exploration of differences across other body sites would
be an interesting extension of the current work.

As has been documented in other studies (Baudouin-
Cornu et al., 2004; Bragg and Hyder, 2004), there was a
negative relationship between the carbon content of protein
sequences, and the GC content of the corresponding coding
regions (Figure 1C). Nevertheless, the effect of major body site
remained significant (ANCOVA; Type I ss; F = 273.3, df = 4,
p < 2 × 10−16) when we included GC content as a covariate
(ANCOVA; F = 1719.4, df = 1, p < 2 × 10−16). This suggests
that selection forces driving variation in GC content across body
sites cannot fully explain differences in protein carbon fractions.
Similar to findings from large-scale ecological systems, we found
that it was not only the median, but also the variance in C content
that changed from one body site to another (see Appendix II,
Table A.2.3, and Figure A.2.1). Skin and nasal sites, for example,
had significantly larger variances in C content as compared to
the other three body sites, with oral and vaginal sites having
intermediate variances and stool having the smallest variance
(though not significantly different from the variance of vaginal
sites).

Oxygen Content
In Figure 2, we show boxplots of the average oxygen fraction
of microbial proteins from major (Figure 1A) and minor
(Figure 1B) body sites. As was the case with carbon, nasal
and skin samples were not significantly different from one
another. All other body site comparisons, however, indicated
broad scale variation in oxygen use (see Appendix II, Table
A.2.4). Nasal and skin microbiomes had the highest oxygen
content, followed by oral, stool and, finally, vaginal microbiomes

(Onasal ∼ Oskin > Ooral > Ostool > Ovaginal). Similar to
carbon content, oxygen content at minor sites was largely
predictable based on major site differences (see Appendix II,
Table A.2.5). Once again, however, there were fine-scale trends
apparent among oral sites. For example, the oxygen content the
buccal mucosa differed from both supragingival plaque and the
tongue, while the oxygen content of the tongue differed from
supragingival plaque.

Overall, we found a positive relationship between the oxygen
content of protein sequences, and the GC content of the
corresponding coding regions (Figure 2C). As with carbon,
however, the effect of major body site remained significant
(ANCOVA; Type I ss; F = 43.2, df = 4, p < 2× 10−16) when we
included GC content as a covariate (ANCOVA; F= 738.4, df = 1,
p < 2 × 10−16). Also similar to carbon, oxygen content showed
differences in variance among body sites (see Appendix II, Table
A.2.6, and Figure A.2.2), being largest at nasal sites and smallest
in stool.

Nitrogen Content
Average nitrogen fraction of microbial proteins from major
(Figure 1A) and minor (Figure 1B) body sites is shown in
Figure 3. Comparing Figures 2, 3 indicates that, at least for
major body sites, trends observed for nitrogen were quite
similar to those observed for oxygen. That is, differences
between skin and nasal sites were non-significant, with both
the nares and skin showing elevated nitrogen as compared
to the other three body locations. All other body site
comparisons indicated significant differences (see Appendix II,
Table A.2.7), with vaginal sites being particularly nitrogen poor
(Nnasal ∼Nskin > Nstool > Noral > Nvaginal). For minor body sites
(see Appendix II, Table A.2.8), differences in the nitrogen content
of proteins once again appeared between the buccal mucosa,
supragingival plaque and the tongue. Unexpectedly, though,
whereas major body sites that were relatively high in oxygen were
also high in nitrogen, the same was not true for minor body sites.
Within the oral microbiome, for example, supragingival plaques
exhibited relatively low oxygen content. By contrast, this was one
of the most nitrogen-rich sites in the mouth. At the same time,
the buccal mucosa, which was relatively oxygen-rich, was the
most nitrogen poor. Thus, whereas oxygen and nitrogen content

FIGURE 2 | Boxplots showing the average oxygen content of microbial proteins as a function of human body site for (A) the 5 major sites and (B) the 15 minor sites
in our study. The number of samples from each site is indicated in square brackets on axis labels. Faded boxes are used for sites with fewer than 10 samples.
Differences in oxygen content were tested with Dunn’s test. Statistics are summarized in Appendix II, Tables A.2.4, A.2.5; (C) Scatterplot of oxygen content versus
GC content with associated regression lines from our ANCOVA analysis for major body sites: nasal (blue), oral (green), skin (yellow), stool (brown), and vaginal (red).
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FIGURE 3 | Boxplots showing the average nitrogen content of microbial proteins as a function of human body site for (A) the 5 major sites and (B) the 15 minor sites
in our study. The number of samples from each site is indicated in square brackets on axis labels. Faded boxes are used for sites with fewer than 10 samples.
Differences in nitrogen content were tested with Dunn’s test. Statistics are summarized in Appendix II, Tables A.2.7, A.2.8; (C) Scatterplot of nitrogen content versus
GC content with associated regression lines from our ANCOVA analysis for major body sites: nasal (blue), oral (green), skin (yellow), stool (brown), and vaginal (red).

appear to exhibit broad scale similarities across major body sites,
these similarities seem to break down at finer scales of resolution.

Like carbon, the nitrogen content of proteins is known to
depend on the GC content of coding regions (Bragg and Hyder,
2004). Specifically, nitrogen content increases with increasing
GC content – a trend that we also observed (Figure 3C).
However, once again, we found that there was still an effect
of major body site (ANCOVA; Type I ss; F = 218.64, df = 4,
p < 2 × 10−16) when we included GC content as a covariate
(ANCOVA, F = 1901.1, df = 1, p < 2 × 10−16). Differences
in the variability of nitrogen content among body sites were
also apparent (see Appendix II, Table A.2.9, and Figure A.2.3).
As before, nasal and skin sites were not significantly different,
and exhibited the largest variances of any of the five body
sites. Likewise, the variance of the nitrogen content of stool was
significantly smaller than any of the other body sites.

Sulfur Content
Figure 4 shows boxplots of the average sulfur fraction
of microbial proteins from major (Figure 1A) and minor
(Figure 1B) body sites. With respect to sulfur, stool had the
highest fraction, followed by skin and nasal regions, and then by
oral and vaginal sites (Sstool > Sskin ∼ Snasal > Soral ∼ Svaginal).
For minor sites, we again saw the buccal mucosa differing from
supragingival plaque and the tongue, while supragingival plaque
differed from the tongue. Interestingly, sulfur was lowest in the
buccal mucosa, but was particularly high in the tongue. Again,
ANCOVA indicated an effect of major body site (ANCOVA; Type
I ss; F = 511.7, df = 4, p < 2 × 10−16), even after accounting
for the influence of GC content (ANCOVA, F = 221.6, df = 1,
p < 2 × 10−16). In terms of variance, nasal and skin sites
exhibited the highest variation, while vaginal and stool sites
exhibited the lowest (see Appendix II, Table A.2.12, and Figure
A.2.4).

C:N Ratio
In keeping with the historical importance of the C:N ratio
in ecological stoichiometry, we considered the C:N ratio of
microbial proteins across the human body. This is shown in
Figure 5 for both major (Figure 1A) and minor (Figure 1B) body

sites. Like the carbon fraction, C:N ratios were lowest at skin
and nasal sites, which were not significantly different from one
another. Interestingly, we found that stool and oral microbiomes
exhibited intermediate C:N ratios (which were not significantly
different), while the vaginal microbiome exhibited the highest
(CNvaginal > CNoral ∼ CNstool > CNnasal ∼ CNskin). This is
in contrast to carbon content, where stool was highest. Notice,
however, that the vagina was extremely nitrogen poor, explaining
its inflated C:N ratio. In other words, the high C:N ratio in the
vagina is driven by both high carbon content and low nitrogen
content of vaginal proteins. Again, major body site remained an
important determinant of sample C:N ratio (ANCOVA; Type I
ss; F = 405.82, df = 4, p < 2 × 10−16), even after accounting
for dependence on GC content (ANCOVA; F = 3878.3, df = 1,
p < 2 × 10−16). Similar to both C content and N content,
C:N ratios exhibited the greatest variance at skin and nasal sites,
intermediate variance at oral and vaginal sites, and the smallest
variance in stool (see Appendix II, Table A.2.15, and Figure
A.2.5).

Amino Acid Compositions
Six AAs have nitrogen in their side chain. Figure 6 shows
boxplots for site-specific usage of these AAs. From Figure 6,
it is clear that the overabundance of nitrogen in proteins from
the skin and nares is primarily a result of higher usage of
arginine and histidine at these locations. While both arginine
and histidine are positively charged and basic, it does not
appear that this feature is driving differences among body sites.
Indeed, lysine, which is also positively charged and basic is
actually utilized significantly less on skin and in the nares.
Moreover, because the pKa of lysine falls between that of
histidine and arginine, it suggests that acidity of the protein
residues is also not the primary factor under selection. Notably,
however, lysine provides the chemical properties of a positively
charged, basic AA with only two nitrogen atoms, as opposed
to the three found in histidine and the four found in arginine.
Thus, organisms trying to conserve nitrogen may favor lysine
in place of histidine or arginine, whereas organisms living in
environments where nitrogen is not limiting are likely to use
histidine and arginine freely. This supports our hypothesis that
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FIGURE 4 | Boxplots showing the average sulfur content of microbial proteins as a function of human body site for (A) the 5 major sites and (B) the 15 minor sites in
our study. The number of samples from each site is indicated in square brackets on axis labels. Faded boxes are used for sites with fewer than 10 samples.
Differences in sulfur content were tested with Dunn’s test. Statistics are summarized in Appendix II, Tables A.2.10, A.2.11; (C) Scatterplot of sulfur content versus
GC content with associated regression lines from our ANCOVA analysis for major body sites: nasal (blue), oral (green), skin (yellow), stool (brown), and vaginal (red).

FIGURE 5 | Boxplots showing the average C:N ratio of microbial proteins as a function of human body site for (A) the 5 major sites and (B) the 15 minor sites in our
study. The number of samples from each site is indicated in square brackets on axis labels. Faded boxes are used for sites with fewer than 10 samples. Differences
in C:N ratio were tested with Dunn’s test. Statistics are summarized in Appendix II, Tables A.2.13, A.2.14; (C) Scatterplot of C:N ratio versus GC content with
associated regression lines from our ANCOVA analysis for major body sites: nasal (blue), oral (green), skin (yellow), stool (brown), and vaginal (red).

nutrient limitation, rather than specific structural or chemical
requirements, may be driving body site differences in protein
elemental composition.

By contrast to the variable usage of different nitrogen-rich AAs
across body sites, both of the sulfur-rich AAs are incorporated
in qualitatively similar patterns, except that methionine exhibits
a relatively higher usage than cysteine in the vagina (Figure 7).
Although both cysteine and methionine play roles in protein
stability, cysteine is polar and forms disulfide bridges, whereas
methionine is non-polar and generally non-reactive. Thus, if
functionality alone were driving selective incorporation of sulfur-
rich AAs in the gut, one might expect differences in the usages
of cysteine and methionine in the gut relative to other body
sites. Because we do not see this (except in vaginal samples), it
suggests that elemental availability, rather than chemical function
or specific structural requirements, may be responsible for body
site differences. On the other hand, the differing usage patterns of
cysteine relative to methionine in the vagina hint that function,
rather than nutrient availability, may be driving usage patterns at
this site.

In Figure 8, we show boxplots for site-specific usage of the
seven oxygen-rich AAs. From these, it appears that the low
oxygen content of vaginal proteins is largely a result of reduced
use of glutamate, whereas the increased oxygen content of the
skin and nares seems to stem from increased use of aspartate
and serine, with threonine also being enriched in the nares.

Notably, glutamate provides an acidic side-chain for a higher C:O
ratio than aspartate, thus the patterns that we observe could be
explained by glutamate and aspartate substituting for one another
in oxygen-poor and oxygen-rich environments, respectively. By
contrast, if functionality was driving selection, one would expect
both aspartate and glutamate to be over-represented at the same
sites. This argument, however, is weakened by the observed
patterns in asparagine and glutamine. In particular, both
asparagine and glutamine provide a carboxamide functionality,
with glutamine exhibiting the higher C:O ratio. Thus, if oxygen
availability was truly driving selective incorporation of specific
oxygen-rich AAs, we would expect to see similar patterns in
glutamate and glutamine and in aspartate and asparagine. In
fact the opposite is true. Consequently, while functionality alone
does not appear to govern body site differences in oxygen-rich
AA incorporation, it is not clear that this is driven by oxygen
availability either.

DISCUSSION

With the recent expansion of human microbiome research,
scientists are rapidly acquiring more and more information
about the identities of the species living on the human body.
This information has important relevance for human health and
disease (Cho and Blaser, 2012). However, the biological factors
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FIGURE 6 | Boxplots showing the fractions of specific N-rich amino acids as a function of body site. Amino acids are grouped according to their chemical properties.

and mechanisms governing microbial community composition,
both at different human body sites and across different people,
remain largely unknown. Lacking such insight, it is difficult to
understand why specific organisms inhabit specific body niches,
how this breaks down in the context of dysbiosis, and how
dysbiosis might be anticipated, or even prevented, to support
human health and well-being.

One framework for interpreting ecosystem function in
macroscopic communities is ecological stoichiometry (Sterner
and Elser, 2002). Reductionist in nature, ecological stoichiometry
seeks to explain community structure, including species
interactions, species life histories and even selection for one
species over another, within the context of chemical requirements
and constraints. By applying ecological stoichiometry to the
human microbiome, the goal is to begin to address the
chemical underpinnings of microbiome function. This is
important, because it takes the focus off of taxonomic/biological
mechanisms and moves it to chemical mechanisms. Whereas

biological mechanisms are complex, and often compounded
by sophisticated or incompletely characterized biological
behaviors, chemical mechanisms are more straightforward,
primarily limited by stoichiometric and energetic constraints.
Further, whereas biology is frequently typified by redundancy,
chemistry, at least at an elemental level, is not. Because elements
cannot substitute for one another without directly altering
mechanism/function, it is often easier to detect underlying
patterns from chemical versus biological data. Finally, a chemical
approach provides a more straightforward path to therapeutic
strategies. In particular, determining how to remove certain
problematic organisms, or cultivate beneficial ones requires
an understanding of community assembly and the various
species interactions involved in community organization.
Indeed, simply ‘adding’ a beneficial organism is likely to fail,
because that organism will usually be out-competed by the rest
of the community. By contrast, determining how to alter the
underlying chemical constraints of a system may be as simple
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FIGURE 7 | Boxplots showing the fractions of the two S-rich amino acids as a
function of body site.

as eating specific foods with the desired chemical ratios (gut
microbiome) or applying certain nutrient-rich creams to the skin
or vagina.

Interestingly, we find that different body sites harbor microbes
with distinctly different protein compositions. Skin and nasal
sites, for example, are characterized by proteins with high
nitrogen and oxygen content. By contrast, carbon and sulfur
contents are highest in proteins from stool. Surprisingly, vaginal
sites are relatively nutrient-poor, having low nitrogen, oxygen,
and sulfur content, and relatively high carbon content (though
less than stool). Oral sites tend to be intermediate in carbon,
nitrogen, oxygen, and sulfur. The differences that we observe
in protein elemental content across body sites provide evidence
that the microbiomes at these sites may be differentially limited
by nutrient supply rates. However, additional factors beyond
nutrient supply are known to impact protein composition. Most
obvious is the relationship between protein elemental content
and the GC content of CDSs. Because of this relationship,
body site differences in protein composition may be generated
indirectly as a result of differing selective forces acting on the
nucleotide sequence, rather than the protein sequence. The
selective forces acting on the nucleotide sequence might have
little to do with nutrient supply rates. For example, high GC
content appears to be favored in organisms exposed to UV
radiation (Mcewan et al., 1998) – something that is likely
at skin sites. Consequently, stoichioproteomic trends at skin
sites may be driven by UV exposure, rather than nutrient
supply rates. In particular, UV radiation may favor higher GC
content on the skin, which then automatically translates into
the lower carbon content, and higher oxygen and nitrogen
contents that we observe at this site. Although this is a
compelling mechanistic argument, our analysis shows that GC
content alone is insufficient to explain protein elemental variation
across body sites. Indeed, while all elements show the expected
trends as a function of GC content of their CDSs, there is
additional body site variation not explained by GC content.
This suggests that selective forces acting on factors other than
the nucleotide sequence are at least partially responsible for

the protein elemental trends that we observe across different
body sites. Further, while we cannot fully rule out structural or
chemical requirements as the source of this selection, differing
patterns of use of AAs with similar chemical properties across
different body sites provides preliminary evidence against the
chemical/structural argument and for the argument of differential
nutrient supplies.

In addition to the absolute elemental content of proteins at
different body sites, another interesting property is variation in
protein composition. By and large, the most variation is observed
at skin and nasal sites. The least variation is observed in stool. To
some extent, this is not surprising, and likely derives in part from
relative differences in CDS numbers across sites (see Appendix
III, Figure A.3.1). In particular, stool has the largest number
of CDSs per sample (median 183712), whereas the nares has
the least (median 2188). As a consequence, estimates of sample
elemental content at stool sites will generally include a larger
number of data points as compared to nasal sites, tightening
the precision of stool estimates relative to nasal estimates.
Nevertheless, trends in variation are not fully explained by CDS
numbers. Skin sites, for example, have approximately 10× as
many CDSs as nasal sites, but exhibit similar levels of protein
elemental variation. Meanwhile, vaginal sites have CDS counts
similar to nasal sites (median 2907), but exhibit much lower
variation in elemental content. Indeed, the elemental variation at
vaginal sites is often on par with the variation at oral sites, which
have much larger numbers of CDS per sample (median 129778).
Larger variation in elemental content at a site might indicate
larger habitat heterogeneity. For example, the larger variation
in nasal versus vaginal sites might indicate a greater degree of
variation in nutrient supply rates (or other selective factors) in the
nose relative to the vagina. Because much of this variation comes
from measures across individuals, this habitat heterogeneity is
likely a result of greater inter-individual variation at these sites.

While many studies in ecological stoichiometry seek to define
differences in the elemental compositions of organisms across
habitats (Hecky et al., 1993; Elser and Hassett, 1994; Cardinale
et al., 1997; Elser et al., 2000a; Sterner and Elser, 2002), a broader
goal is to use this information to try to understand ecosystem
function. With this in mind, we briefly discuss the various
different habitats that we considered in our study, attempting
to interpret our findings within the context of the specific
environmental conditions present at these sites.

Skin and Nasal Sites
Skin and nasal sites are remarkably similar in all stoichiometric
aspects studied here. Indeed, the only significant differences
between these two sites were that skin tended to have
proteins with a more tightly constrained oxygen content and
a more tightly constrained sulfur content (possibly due to less
interpersonal variation in oxygen and sulfur supply rates, see
above). Perhaps it should not be surprising that the skin and nares
are alike. After all, both locations are lined with a similar type of
human cell – i.e., stratified squamous keratinizing epithelium –
suggesting that the ‘detritus’ supplied to both locations may be
similar, at least from the host. Nevertheless, nasal and skin sites
(including the retroauricular crease) are known to differ in their
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FIGURE 8 | Boxplots showing the fractions of the O-rich amino acids as a function of body site. Amino acids are grouped according to their chemical properties.

microbiome communities (Grice et al., 2009). Most notably, the
nares is a common reservoir for Staphylococcus aureus which,
though also present on exposed skin, is less abundant (Kluytmans
et al., 1997). Thus, despite their similarities in host interface,
skin and nasal sites still exhibit microbiome differences. For
this reason, it is somewhat unexpected that their underlying
elemental chemistries are so similar. While we cannot rule out
the effects of chemical constraints other than those studied here
(e.g., the presence of more complex chemicals like sebum), our
preliminary findings suggest that factors other than nutrient
availability may be dictating taxonomic differences in nasal versus
skin colonization.

One observation that is hard to avoid is that both skin and
nasal samples – the two air-exposed sites – are rich in nitrogen
and oxygen. It is likely that oxygen limitation at these locations
is minimized as a result of their interface with the atmosphere.
Indeed, this is in keeping with our hypothesis that body sites

associated with large aerobic niches should harbor microbial
biomass that is richer in oxygen. While it is also conceivable
that nitrogen limitation is minimized as a result of contact with
nitrogen in the atmosphere, the high energetic costs of nitrogen
fixation make this less probable. Thus, while species like Klebsiella
pneumoniae – commonly found in the anterior nares (Wilson and
Hamilos, 2014) – are known to have nitrogen fixing capabilities
(Dixon et al., 1980), it is more likely that the high nitrogen
content in skin microbiomes is supplied as nitrates, ammonia,
and urea through human sweat (Gilchrist and Benjamin, 2011;
Scharschmidt and Fischbach, 2013) or as other nitrogen-rich
proteins common on epithelial surfaces.

Stool
The gut microbiome – rich in carbon and sulfur – should
primarily receive nutrients through feeding behavior of the
human host (Turnbaugh et al., 2009). However, food taken in
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by the host is not universally transferred to gut bacteria. Instead,
the host must absorb a good deal of the nutrients, setting up
competition for potentially limiting elements (Bäckhed et al.,
2005). With this in mind, it is perhaps not surprising that
carbon and sulfur are in excess in stool. As omnivores, humans
will generally exhibit stoichiometric mismatch, such that they
consume food with a much higher C:N ratio than their own
tissue (Denno and Fagan, 2003). Consequently, in the process of
fulfilling human dietary requirements, carbon will be recycled to
the environment. Within the human gut, this means that there
will be an excess of carbon, whereas nitrogen may be limiting.
Bacteria that can accommodate a high C:N ratio may be better
able to live in symbiosis with their host, and thus may have
been selected over years of human-microbe co-evolution. For
similar reasons, it is likely that sulfur will also be in excess, and
thus available to gut microbes. In particular, adult dietary protein
requirements generally exceed adult sulfur requirements, which
are almost universally met in Western diets (Shils and Shike,
2006; Masella and Mazza, 2009). Again, this means excess sulfur
is left to be recycled back to the environment, including to the
symbiotic microbiota living in the human stomach and intestines.
Indeed, microbial sulfur metabolism appears to be common
and of great importance within the human intestine, potentially
regulating health and disease (Carbonero et al., 2012). That said,
the high sulfur content of stool could also reflect the fact that
anaerobic organisms – which are known to have higher protein
sulfur contents than aerobic organism (Bragg et al., 2006) – form
the majority of the gut microbiome. If this is true, however, it
is not clear why the vagina, another site with a large fraction
of anaerobes (Ravel et al., 2011), is one of the more sulfur-poor
microbiomes (see Figure 4A).

While the high carbon and sulfur content of gut proteins
may be easily rationalized, one finding that is less obvious is
the observed tight regulation over ecological stoichiometry in
the gut in general. This is somewhat surprising because the
supply rate of nutrients to gut microbes should depend on
human diet – something that is expected to be highly variable
across individuals. An interesting and open question is why the
protein elemental stoichiometry of the gut is so tightly regulated,
while the elemental stoichiometry of other sites – most notably
skin and the nares – is not. This may be because absolute
bacterial biomass recovered from the skin and nares is low, as
are CDS counts, making stochastic effects on protein elemental
ratios more prominent. However, it may also be driven by as
yet undetermined constraints on gut elemental protein content.
Ultimately, finding an answer to this question may help to
elucidate both the structuring principles guiding assembly of gut
microbiomes, and the symbiotic host–microbe interactions that
these microbiomes undertake.

Vaginal
The protein content of the vaginal microbiome is remarkably
nutrient-poor. This is somewhat unexpected, given the
presence of rich vaginal secretions containing proteins and
immunoglobulins at concentrations of 15–26 µg/mL, as well
as nitrogen-rich urea at concentrations of 49 mg/100 mL
(Geshnizgani and Onderdonk, 1992). Whether the low nutrient

content of vaginal proteins reflects additional constraints
of the vaginal environment [e.g., its low pH (Ravel et al.,
2011)], whether this is evidence of competing interests with
host processes (e.g., the need for certain sulfur compounds
during reproduction), or whether this is simply a result of the
carbohydrate component of vaginal secretions being high relative
to other components is unclear. Nevertheless, understanding
nutrient constraints and exchange in this particular microbial
niche could prove fruitful. Indeed, dysbiosis is relatively
common in the vagina (Huth, 1989), and may be a result of
nutrient imbalances that allow certain bacterial taxa to bloom.

Oral
Microbial proteins from the oral microbiome are intermediate
in nutrient content between those of stool and those of the
vagina. In particular, the oral microbiome has a similar nitrogen
and oxygen content to stool, but a similar sulfur content to the
vagina. Notably, the oral region is the only microbiome in the
HMP where more than one sub-site was surveyed extensively
(see Table 1). Interestingly, we do see fine-scale variation across
different oral microbiomes for almost all elements considered.
In particular, the buccal mucosa often differs from supragingival
plaque which, itself, differs from the tongue. Most notably,
supragingival plaque has a relatively higher nitrogen content.
While salivary nitrate concentrations are quite high (Granli
et al., 1989; Pannala et al., 2003), and could serve as nitrogen
sources, it is unclear why nitrate should be particularly available
in plaque. A more likely hypothesis is that the high nitrogen
content in plaque comes from nitric oxide formed by gingival
cells (Schreiber et al., 2010). Interestingly, denitrification in these
locations has been documented (Schreiber et al., 2010).

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS

In this paper, we have taken a step toward untangling the
complex ecological stoichiometry of the human microbiome. In
particular, we have studied microbial stoichiometry as reflected in
the protein composition of the various microbial proteins from
different body sites. Although this is a promising start, showing
significant variation between both major and minor body sites,
a more complete picture will only emerge with further study.
Indeed, just as microbial stoichiometry in oceans and soils has
focused on whole cell analysis, extending the work presented
in the current study to molecules beyond proteins could yield
exciting results. At the very least, examining phosphorus content
of the various human microbiomes could prove insightful.

Intermediate between the stoichioproteomic approach that
we have taken here, and the type of whole-cell ecological
stoichiometric analysis that has been applied to microbiomes
from oceans, lakes, and rivers, an alternate option would be to
consider transcriptomics. Though an RNA analysis would still be
restricted to proteins, it would better reflect protein expression
rates in specific environments. Indeed, just because an organism
has DNA coding for a particular nutrient-rich protein does
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not mean that protein is expressed under conditions where the
nutrient is limiting (Gilbert and Fagan, 2011). By applying a
stoichioproteomic analysis to transcriptomics datasets, it would
be possible to determine more absolute metrics of nutrient
use across the human microbiome. Although the types of
transcriptomics datasets that this approach requires are currently
limited, this is likely to change in the near future.

Another complicating factor that we have not considered in
the current work is the possibility that the trends we observe are
driven by phylogenetic conservation of traits. Indeed, elemental
contents of proteins are known to be similar across related
taxa, while different microbiomes are known to be preferentially
populated with organisms from certain taxonomic groups.
Although there are undoubtedly selective forces determining
the phylogenetic relationships among and between microbial
constituents from different microbiomes, these forces may act
on factors independent of nutrient use and availability. In other
words, nutrient composition may be indirectly selected for as
a result of selection acting on some other phylogenetically
conserved trait that is differentially important for survival at
various body site locations. It would be interesting to try
to determine the extent to which nutrient constraints are
driving phylogenetic differences among body sites and vice
versa.

A final avenue of research would be to better define
stoichiometric mismatches between nutrient supply rates and
bacterial biomass across the different body sites. Although we
have suggested largely speculative explanations for observed
differences in C, N, O, and S content of proteins, a true
understanding of which elements are limiting at which
locations, and how this depends on both host biology and
the biology of the microbes in the community, is necessary
for a mechanistic understanding of nutrient exchange and
nutrient cycling in these systems. Although not an easy
task, development of such studies could provide valuable
information about host–microbe interactions and host influence
on microbiome composition. This, in turn, could be useful
for devising therapeutic strategies aimed at maintaining

healthy microbiomes in order to preserve the beneficial
services that they provide. It could also be used to develop
understanding of microbiome dysbiosis, which is known to
play a role in a number of diseases, including psoriasis and
vaginal bacteriosis. Indeed, ecological stoichiometry may be
a particularly advantageous framework for understanding
the human microbiome because it brings sequencing studies
together with a multiple currency approach to understanding
ecosystem function. Ultimately, this allows for a rigorous
chemical interpretation of microbial processes. In a time when
microbiome data is exploding, but methods for making sense
of the data lag behind, ecological stoichiometry may be just the
tool that we need for taking the next step in human microbiome
science.
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